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wave propagation based automatic structural health monitoring techniques and the warning-alert systems are widely adopted in aerospace and nuclear industry. These techniques are however, not in a matured state of development for civil structures and are evolving. Hence research in this area is of paramount importance. This paper deals with axial wave propagation in steel rod with structural discontinuity. discontinuity (impedance mismatch) is induced in the rod by welding two steel rods which in turn indicated the variation of its cross section area along its length. This paper presents the elegant method of development of spectral elements for analysis of longitudinal waves in rod. Numerical simulations are performed using elementary rod theory and Love theory using spectral finite element method (SFEM) and compared with experimental studies conducted on steel rod using instrumentation for Pitch catch configuration method.
Damage is well-defined as an enduring variation in the mechanical state of a structural element or material that could possibly distress the performance. the process of implementing a strategy for damage detection and characterization of the current health of engineering structures is known as Structural Health monitoring (SHM), which is an interdisciplinary engineering field ardent to the monitoring and assessment of structural health and durability. it is an area of great technical and scientific interests. Wave propagation based automatic structural health monitoring techniques and the warningalert systems are some techniques widely adopted in aerospace and nuclear industry. these techniques are however, not in a matured state of development for civil engineering structures and are still evolving. Hence research in this area is of paramount importance 1 . the detection of damage in a complex structure is the most essential issue to deal with in SHm. tactlessly, it is still an overwhelming problem for practical applications, mainly in complex system, due to the significant indecisions caused by unknown load. apart from these issues, environmental capriciousness adds further to the complexity of the problem.
Damage detection systems utilize the well-known fact that material discontinuities affect elastic waves propagating in solids. Wave frequencies that are most sensitive to damage depend on the type of structure, the material, and the form of damage. a conventional modal method, when extended to the high frequency regime, becomes computationally inefficient since many higher modes that participate in motion will not be represented. among many frequency domain methods, the Spectral Finite Element (SFEM) method developed by Doyle 2 , which has been found suitable for analysis of wave's propagation in real engineering structures as the formulation is based on dynamic equilibrium under harmonic steady state excitation.
the main issue in modelling of the wave propagation phenomena by continuous models is that the use of such models is limited to structures of simply geometries and specific boundary conditions. In contrary to
